
“The Hunter”
A Star Wars Comic

By Jim

Page One, Four Panels

1. BLACK PANEL. Only the lettering.

CAP.1: “The Hunter”

2. CLOSE ON: A WEEQUAY - exhausted, dying. He hangs from a pipe protruding from a sand 
colored ceiling. His wrists are clasped in binders. His head is low and he speaks in a forced 
whisper. The wall behind him is sand colored and porous.

BOUSHH (O.P, Voice Modulator): < You know of Boushh?>

WEEQUAY (Small font, struggling): Who is Bou-

SFX(Electrostaff, O.P): Krackkle

CAP.1: *Translated from Ubese

3. BLACK PANEL. Only the lettering.

CAP.1: A Star Wars Comic.

4. REVERSE SHOT: BOUSHH. He holds his electrostaff to the Weequay’s face. The crackling 
end of his electrostaff is the only light source in the room.

BOUSHH: <You know Boushh>



Page Two, Five Panels

1. CLOSE ON, PROFILE VIEW: Boushh leans in - his helmet close to the dying weequay’s face.

BOUSHH: <Where is the girl?>

WEEQUAY (Small font, dreamy): Fett will… kill you… He’ll kill… me...

2. SAME PANEL AS ABOVE: Except now - electricity from the electrostaff crackles from below 
their faces as Boushh shoves the electrostaff into the weequay’s sternum.

WEEQUAY: AGHHHHH

SFX: Krackle

3. The electrostaff is powered down. The weequay is smoking from the amount of shock. His 
head is slumped towards his chest and he is not moving. Boushh stares at the body.

WEEQUAY (Small lettering): Ugh

BOUSHH: <You will tell Boushh what you know of Boushh’s bounty>

4. The weequay speaks softly, near death.

WEEQUAY (Small font, struggling): She was seen... here... in Bestine. She’s meeting a... 
contact at the spaceport…

WEEQUAY (Small font, struggling): I have to tell… Fett...

5. CLOSE ON: Boushh as he jabs the electrostaff into the weequay again off-panel. His face-
plate reflects the blue energy.

BOUSHH: <Boushh is enough>



Page Three, Four Panels

1. CUT TO: TATOOINE. NIGHT. Boushh is exiting a square blast door on the second story 
railing-less building in Bestine. Bestine is the capital of Tatooine and is a close to a major city as 
they have -  Three and four story structures lit against the night, large landing platforms with 
ships exiting and entering, and domed structures reflecting the Tatooine aesthetic litter the 
background cityscape. TWO BESTINE NIGHT WATCHMEN approach from the far side of the 
landing. The night watchmen are wearing desert clothes, blasters holstered at their side.

CAP.1: Bestine

CAP.2: Tatooine.

CAP.3: Boushh knows what must be done.

CAP.4: Boushh must find the girl.

WATCHMEN 1: Hey!

2. OVER THE SHOULDER: Boushh, on the right side of the panel, faces the reader. Behind him 
the two watchmen approach.

WATCHMEN 1: We got a report that there was an unusual noise in this area.

WATCHMEN 1: Have you heard or seen anything?

3. PULL BACK: Boushh in the same position we last left him. The two night watchmen are 
standing few meters behind, watching him closely. Their hands on their blaster holsters. 

CAP.1: Boushh always knows what must be done.

4. Boushh has turned 180 degrees, drawn his blaster, and fired two shots into the two men.

SFX: Choo Choo

CAP.1: Soon they will all know Boushh. 



Page Four, Four Panels

1. Boushh moves down a Bestine sandy street. Denizens of the city move past him in silence. 
Light emanates from open cantina doors and windows, casting itself on the desert street in 
those shapes. A Whiphid on a dewback ride past him silently. Jawas move quickly up the road in 
a tight pack, dragging a GONK droid behind them. A busted landspeeder lists to one side where 
one of its engine thrusters has been clearly removed. 

CAP.1: The creatures of this planet move past - 

CAP.2: Not knowing that Boushh moves among them.

CAP.3: Not knowing they only still move because Boushh allows it. 

2. Boushh now leans against a sand-colored porous wall facing one of the towering landing 
pads. A string of landspeeders is parked out front along with banthas and many different species 
coming and going.

CAP.1: The creature said she would be at the spaceport.

CAP.2: Boushh listens. Boushh waits.

3. CLOSE ON: The front of the space port. A SMALL FIGURE in a tan robe is speaking with a 
BOTHAN.

CAP.1: Boushh notices.

4. PULL BACK: The figure moves away from the Bothan, moving away from Boushh, and down 
the street. Boushh begins to follow.

CAP.1: Boushh notices all.



Page Five, Five Panels

1. Bouschh follows the figure closely in the dark.

CAP.1: Boushh will bring the girl to Jabba.

2. The figure disappears into an an open blast door.

CAP.1: Boushh will look on the stunned faces of Jabba’s court -

3. Boushh readies his electrostaff, preparing to step into the open door.

CAP.1: - and he will know glory.

4. The blackness of the open blast door.

CAP.1: And all will know Boushh.

5.. The blackness of the open blast door. A wookiee roar echoes from inside.

SFX (Wookiee roar): WARGGGGGHHH



Page Six, Four Panels

1. CLOSE ON: the crumpled form of Boushh on a sand-colored floor. Two shadows - one 
PRINCESS LEIA’S and one CHEWBACCA’S - are cast over him.

LEIA (O.P): So, this was the creep that’s been stalking us the last few days? 

CHEWBACCA (O.P): Warrgh.

2. REVERSE SHOT: Looking up at the faces of Leia and Chewbacca.

LEIA: He’s kind of small, isn’t he?

CHEWBACCA: Wargh Wargh Wargh

3. Leia has picked up and is examining Boushh’s electrostaff and Chewie looks on. 

LEIA: This gives me an idea.

CHEWIE: ?

LEIA: Chewie - find a way to get ahold of Lando.

4. CUT TO: The outside of the building as the dawn begins to rise on Tatooine.

CHEWBACCA (O.P): Warggghhh

CAP.1: End. 
 
 


